Corneal stem cells: bridging the knowledge gap.
Stem cell research offers hope to countless patients whose conditions have heretofore been deemed incurable. Better understanding of stem cell behaviors and functions will lead to insights into biological mysteries encompassing the fields of angiogenesis, development, tissue homeostasis, wound healing, and carcinogenesis. Clarity of vision requires smooth ocular surface on which the corneal epithelial cells undergo continuous turnover every 3 to 10 days. Tragically, many patients are blinded and devastated by severe ocular surface diseases due to limbal stem cell deficiency even though, besides opaque cornea, their eyes are otherwise healthy. Corneal stem cell transplantation offers hope by creating clear windows for these eyes; unfortunately, the long-term successful outcome remains limited. The nature of corneal epithelial stem cell is poorly understood, but many circumstantial evidences suggest the presence of "source cells" in the limbal region of the eye. Nonetheless, the precise biomarker of corneal stem cell remains elusive. The stem cell puzzle can be solved with application of the fundamental scientific method-asking salient questions at the right time and finding answers using keen observations and proper tools. Readily accessibility and structural simplicity of the cornea lend themselves to study of the stem cell biology. The ability to identify and isolate corneal stem cell will be a gateway to meaningful investigation into its biology. This advance will also have direct impact on improving the efficacy of promising stem-cell-based therapies, including limbal stem cell transplantation.